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Form 1 
 

The Form 1 is a two-sided form used on the golf course to record information useful to the 
rating procedure such as fairway widths, green dimensions, and carry distances. The obstacle 
ratings and length corrections for each hole are entered in the appropriate boxes. The method 
to enter rating values is as absolute values for both the scratch and bogey golfer. Scratch 
obstacle ratings are recorded in the left column and bogey values are recorded in the right 
(bold) column.   
 
Examples:   
 
1) If the scratch Green Target rating is 5 and the bogey Green Target rating is 7, it is entered 
as:   

GREEN TARGET 5 7  
2) If the scratch Fairway rating is 4 and the bogey Fairway rating is 3, it is entered as: 
 

FAIRWAY 4 3  
Adjustments 
 
Adjustments are sometimes made to the table value of an obstacle. Adjustments are made 
separately to scratch and bogey values. Some adjustments are made to the overall rating, 
while others are specific to a shot. Shot-specific adjustments are cumulative to R&R and 
bunkers only. If an adjustment is used in calculating the final value, the adjustment code 
should be recorded in the box. Helpful hint: If adjustments are positive or negative, the bounce 
adjustment, as an example, raters could use a lower case “b” for a negative adjustment and an 
uppercase “B” to record a positive adjustment (and another option is placing that code on the 
left or right side of the box). Also, some adjustments are +1, +2, etc. and could also be upper 
and lower case to cover most common rating situations. However, please check with your 
association for the preferred method on how best to record adjustments for their records.     
 

Examples: 
 

1) If the table value for Bunkers is 2 for scratch and 3 for bogey but there is a Depth (+1) 
adjustment for the scratch golfer and a Carry (+1) and Depth (+1) adjustment for the bogey 
golfer it would be entered as: 
 

BUNKERS 3 d 5 cd

 
 

2) If the table value for Water Hazard is 3 for scratch and 2 for bogey but there is a minus 
Bounce (-1) adjustment for scratch and a plus Bounce (+1) adjustment for bogey it would be 
entered as: 
  

WATER HAZARDS
b 2 3 B  
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Effective Playing Length Correction Factors 
 

Roll 

 
Roll is the evaluation of how far the ball will roll on fairways with various surface conditions. 
Factors to consider when evaluating Roll are fairway firmness (soft fairways will result in less 
roll than firm fairways) and fairway slope or tilt (a ball hit to a downhill landing zone rolls farther 
than one hit into an upslope).   
 
Key Points: 

- Adjustment for Roll is evaluated for scratch and bogey golfers’ tee shots on par-4 and 
par-5 holes, and for bogey golfers’ tee shots on par-3 holes which they cannot reach in 
one shot. 

- A scratch or bogey golfer’s drive to a flat area with good turf of average firmness will roll 
about 15-25 yards. If roll is more or less than 15-25 yards, an adjustment needs to be 
made.     

- If a golfer gains or loses yardage due to Roll, it may affect the approach shot distance 
under Green Target. For example, if a player is hitting to a downhill landing zone and 
the ball will go 10 yards farther than expected, the approach shot length should be 
adjusted under Green Target since the players are now 10 yards closer to the green on 
their next shot.   

- If a golfer lays up or hits less than a full tee shot, use the appropriate fairway condition 
row. Do not attempt to evaluate the average amount of distance the ball will roll.   

 
Examples: 
1)  The fairway is soft and the scratch and bogey golfers are both hitting into an uphill landing 
zone. Their Roll rating values are:  
 

ROLL 4 4  
 

2) The fairway is average and the scratch golfer is hitting to a downhill landing zone, but the 
bogey golfer is hitting to a level landing zone.  Their Roll rating values are:  
 

ROLL - 2 0  
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Elevation 
 
Uphill holes play longer than level holes; downhill holes play shorter. Adjustments for elevation 
must be made when the elevations of the teeing ground and the tee differ by 10 feet or more. 
The difference from tee to green must be at least 10 feet (not rounded) to record an 
Elevation value on the Form 1. Once the change in elevation is over 10 feet, then the rating 
team must round the estimated or actual change in elevation to the nearest increment of 10 
feet.   
 
How to Determine Elevation: 

- Elevation differences may be provided by the golf club or determined using 
topographical maps, altimeters, sight levels, or by estimating the difference and 
agreeing within 10 feet.   

- When estimating elevation, use trees, flagsticks, buildings, or people near the green as 
a good reference point. 

 
Key Points:  

- The elevation difference will be the same for both the scratch and bogey golfer; 
however, the elevation may be different from each set of tees.   

- The maximum value that may be entered on an uphill par-3 hole is +40; the largest 
negative value that may be entered on a downhill par-3 hole is -40. There is no 
maximum on par-4 or par-5 holes.   

- For uphill holes, record a plus value. For example, if a hole is uphill 25 feet, record the 
following on the Form 1: 

 
ELEVATION (Tee to Green) + 30  

 

- For downhill holes, record a minus value. For example, if a hole is 15 feet downhill, 
record the following on the Form 1:  

 
ELEVATION (Tee to Green) - 20  

 
Dogleg/Forced Lay Up 
 
Adjustment is required if the effective length of a hole is different from the measured length 
because of a dogleg or forced lay up. Separate adjustments are made for scratch and bogey 
golfers.   
 
Lay up by choice: Occurs when a punitive obstacle or combination of obstacles near the 
normal landing zone results in a scratch or bogey golfer choosing to hit less than a full shot. A 
fairway landing zone less than 15 [13] yards wide without severe obstacles may be a reason 
for a lay up by choice. The lay up by choice would also be employed primarily by scratch 
golfers in their course management decisions (e.g., laying up to avoid having to hit half shots 
rather than full shots to the target area). In this type of lay up, a Dogleg/Forced Lay-up 
correction is not made.   
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Key Points: 
- When players are forced to lay up because of obstacles crossing the fairway, assume 

that they lay up to a spot about 10 yards short of the trouble.   
- When scratch golfers choose to lay up, assume the player lays up to a spot that would 

still allow for a relatively easy shot to the green or next landing zone. In this type of lay 
up (i.e. laying up to avoid having to hit half shots rather than full shots to the target 
area), a Dogleg/Forced Lay-up correction is not made.   

- Once a rating team has decided that the player will lay up, it must then evaluate the 
obstacles as they affect the lay up landing zone, not the full shot landing zone.    

- Remember to adjust the approach shot distance to the green under Green Target.   
- Record a zero if the golfer’s landing zone is near the pivot point of the dogleg (and the 

hole plays no longer than its measured length). 
- Record a minus value if the player normally “cuts” the dogleg to make the hole play 

effectively shorter than it measures. Remember the lay up may only apply to either the 
scratch or bogey golfer. For example, if the scratch player can take 20 yards off of the 
hole by cutting a dogleg, but the bogey player can not cut the dogleg, then the entry on 
the Form 1 would be: 

DOGLEG/FORCED LAY UP - 20  
 

This means that the hole plays 20 yards shorter for the scratch golfer, but since the 
bogey player cannot cut the corner, record zero on the Form 1. 

- Record a plus value if the player lays up because the hole is now playing longer for that 
player than it was measured to play. For example, if the bogey player is forced to lay up 
20 yards because of a crossing water hazard in their normal landing, the entry on the 
Form 1 would be: 

DOGLEG/FORCED LAY UP  + 20  
 

Prevailing Wind  
 
Adjustment for wind should be made on seaside courses, courses in the plains states not 
protected by trees, and other open courses where the wind generally blows in the same 
direction. Adjustment should be made based on average daily wind speed and direction at 
mid-season.   
 
Key points:  

- If wind is generally a factor, but there is no prevailing wind, a value of plus 1 on every 
other hole, or a total of plus 9, should be assigned.   

- In instances where wind is generally a factor, but not prevailing and exceeds 12 miles 
per hour, a value of plus 1 on every hole, or a total of plus 18, should be assigned. 

- If wind is generally a factor, and another obstacle could be rated a particular value or 
one unit higher, choose the higher value.   

How to Determine Wind Speeds: 
- Many local airports have an air rose that can provide daily average wind speed and 

direction but keep in mind that information may be different from the course location.  
- The local weather service may be contacted. 
- Weather websites such as www.weather.com or www.noaa.gov have wind information. 

http://www.weather.com/
http://www.noaa.gov/
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Examples: 
1) If a golf course has average wind speeds of 5 to 9 miles per hour and a hole plays 

crosswind, the prevailing wind value is: 
 

PREVAILING WIND 1  
 

2) If a golf course has average wind speeds of 10 to 12 miles per hour and a hole plays 
upwind, the prevailing wind value is: 

 

     PREVAILING WIND 4  
 

Altitude 
 
At courses 2,000 feet or more above sea level, corrections must be made to the effective 
playing length of the course, to the location of the landing zones, and to the length of approach 
shots because golf shots travel farther in the thin air. Transition Zones are also farther from the 
tee when using the altitude adjustment.  
 
Key Points: 

- Adjustments to course length are made only on par-4 and par-5 holes where full tee 
shots are played.   

- On holes where there is a dogleg or forced lay up that causes the scratch player to hit 
less than a full tee shot, no altitude correction to effective playing length is made. 

- If a lay up is by choice, an altitude correction to effective playing length is made. 
- There is no adjustment for altitude for the bogey woman golfers- they do not hit the ball 

high enough or hard enough for the altitude to make any appreciable difference.   
 

 
Examples: 

1) At 4,000 feet, the scratch male golfer drives the ball 264 yards and the bogey male 
golfer hits the ball 211 yards. On their second shots, they can reach a hole of 496 yards 
and 391 yards, respectively.   

2) At 5,500 feet, the scratch female golfer drives the ball 226 yards, but the bogey female 
golfer still drives the ball 150 yards since she does not get a distance correction for 
altitude.   
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Obstacle Rating Factors 
 
Topography 
 
Topography is the evaluation of the impact of terrain on play. Topography is a factor only if 
slopes and mounds in the landing zones affect stance and/or lie, or the shot to the green is 
uphill or downhill.   
 
Key Points:   

- Determine the condition of the lie in the landing zone and then the approximate change 
in elevation on the approach shot. Use the “Almost Level with Fairway” row unless the 
approach shot elevation change is at least 10’, then from there round to the nearest 
increment of 10’.   

- Use the “Minor Problem” column on a par-4 or par-5 hole even if the fairway is level; 
Minimum rating on par-4 and par-5 holes is 1.   

- On par-3 holes, use the Par-3 Hole column and rate Topography based on the elevation 
difference between tee and green. For holes where the bogey golfer cannot reach the 
green in one shot, rate Topography as on a par-4 hole. 

- “Tweeners” are available if the stance/lie problems are between minor and moderate 
and raters are encouraged to use these values when applicable.  

- Stance/lie problems can be shortened to Min, Twe, Mod, etc. to fit into Form 1 (see 
adjustments explanation above and below). 

  
Examples: 

1) What is the Topography rating on a par-4 hole that has an approach shot elevation change 
of +10’ and minor stance problems in the landing zone for both scratch and bogey? 
  

TOPOGRAPHY 2 2

Approach Elevation Change + 10 + 10

Stance/Lie Problems Min Min  
 
2) On a par-5 hole where the approach shot elevation change is +20’ for scratch and +10’ for 
bogey, the scratch player has a moderately awkward stance problem, but the bogey player has 
only a minor problem.  What is the Topography rating for both players? 
   

TOPOGRAPHY 5 2

Approach Elevation Change + 20 + 10

Stance/Lie Problems Mod Min  
 
Fairway 
 
Fairway is the evaluation of the difficulty of keeping the ball in the fairway from tee to green.  
Fairway ratings are based on fairway width in all landing zones, hole length and nearby trees, 
hazards, and punitive rough.   
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Key Points:  
- There is NO Fairway rating on par-3 holes even when the bogey player cannot reach 

the green in one shot. 
- Minimum Fairway rating on par-4 and par-5 holes is 1. 
- On par-4 and par-5 holes, with multiple fairway landing zones, use the highest value 

(table value plus adjustments). For example, if the first landing zone results in a value of 
4 and the second landing zone results in a value of 3, the final Fairway rating value is 4. 

- Evaluate the fairway from the point where the ball first hits the ground to the point where 
it comes to rest. Use an average fairway width for the entire landing zone. For example, 
if the width at the point where the ball first hits the ground is 30 yards wide, but where it 
comes to rest the fairway width is 24 yards wide, use an average fairway width of 27 
yards. 

- When obstacle(s) (bunkers, water hazards, etc.) reduces the fairway width in the 
landing zone the measurement used for fairway width must be taken at the narrowest 
point rather than an average of the entire landing zone.   

    
Examples: 
1) On a 350 [280] yard hole, the scratch golfer’s landing zone is 32 yards wide and the bogey 
golfer’s landing zone is 28 yards wide. What is the Fairway rating for this hole? 
 

FAIRWAY 3 3

1st Landing Zone Width 32 28

2nd Landing Zone Width  

3rd Landing Zone Width  
 
2)  On 350 [280] yard hole, the scratch golfer’s landing zone is 32 yards wide and the bogey 
golfer’s landing zone is 24 yards wide. What is the Fairway rating for this hole? 
 

FAIRWAY 3 4

1st Landing Zone Width 32 24

2nd Landing Zone Width  

3rd Landing Zone Width  
 

For the bogey golfer at 350 [280], there is a gap between 25 yards wide with a value of 3 and 
24 yards wide with a value of 5. Therefore, a “tweener,” an optional choice, was used bringing 
the final value for bogey to 4.   

 
Green Target 
 
Green Target is the evaluation of the difficulty of hitting the green with the approach shot. 
Green Target ratings are based on the size of the green, the length of the approach shot and 
green surface visibility, firmness, and contour. 
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Key Points:  
- Green Target ratings affect R&R and Bunker ratings.  
- The table assumes that the green is generally flat and of average firmness. If it is 

different than that, an adjustment may apply. 
- Consider factors such as a lay up or roll that might affect the approach shot length 
- Minimum Green Target rating is 2. 

 
Determining Effective Green Diameter: 

- Ignore line of play when determining effective green diameter. 
- For most greens, to determine the diameter, simply average the width and depth of the 

green. 
- On extended oval greens where one dimension is more than twice the other, see page 

20 of the guide for determining the diameter. 
- Oddly shaped greens may be determined using the circle concept (see page 20 of the 

Guide). 
- When determining the diameter on a crowned green, ignore any portion where the ball, 

if placed, rolls off the green. 
 

Examples: 
1) What is the Green Target rating for a 365 [280] yard hole with a green that measures 25 

x 29 yards? 
 

HOLE

LENGTH

PAR

GREEN WIDTH X DEPTH

EFFECTIVE GREEN DIAMETER

1

365 [280]

4

27

25  X  29

 
 

      

GREEN TARGET 3 6

Approach Shot Length, M 115 165

Approach Shot Length [W] [70] [130]

Adjusted Approach  
 

2) What is the Green Target rating for a 310 [250] yard hole with a green that measures 14 
x 32?   

HOLE

LENGTH

PAR

GREEN WIDTH X DEPTH

EFFECTIVE GREEN DIAMETER 20

14  X  32

1

310 [250]

4

 
        

This is a 2:1 green so to determine the diameter, take two of the short dimension (14), one 
of the long dimension (32) and calculate a weighted average (14 + 14 + 32 / 3 = 20).   

GREEN TARGET 3 6

Approach Shot Length, M 60 110

Approach Shot Length [W] [40] [100]

Adjusted Approach  
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Recoverability and Rough (R&R) 

 
R&R is the evaluation of the probability of missing the tee shot landing zone and the green, 
and the difficulty of recovering if either, or both, is missed. R&R ratings are based on Green 
Target, type of rough grasses and their height, rise and drop around the green, mounding 
along the fairway or at the green, difference (if any) in rough along the fairway or at the green 
vs. the course, and other rough conditions.   
 
Key Points:   
 

- Rough height for R&R is based off of the general rough height of the course. If the 
rough height in a specific landing zone or at the green is significantly different than the 
general rough height, an INCONSISTENT adjustment may be applied.   

- Cool season rough over 6” long {4” warm season} for men and 5” long {3” warm 
season} for women may be rated under OB/Extreme Rough and under R&R. 

- Minimum R&R rating is 1. 
- If a Water Hazard qualifies for a SURROUNDED adjustment of +2 or +3, rate it under 

R&R. 
- The R&R table assumes a 5’ or less Rise and/or Drop around the green.  

 
 
Examples: 

1) On a hole where the Green Target is 4 7   and the rough height is 2 ¼” cool season, 
what is the R&R rating? 
 

RECOVER. & ROUGH 4 6  
 

 

2)  On a hole where the Green Target is 5 6  and the rough height is 1 ¼” warm 
season, there is a rise of 7’ surrounding ¾ of the green. What is the R&R rating? 
 

RECOVER. & ROUGH 6 r 7 r  
 

The table provides you with a value of 5 and 6, but with the +1 Rise and Drop adjustment (R), 
the values increase by one unit. 
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Bunkers 
 
The Bunkers rating is the evaluation of how bunkers come into play and how difficult they are 
to recover from. Bunker ratings are based on Green Target, the fraction of the green closely 
bordered by bunkers, and the difficulty of recovery from the bunkers—bunker size, depth, 
bunker lip, sand condition, etc.   
 
Key Points: 

- Bunkers within 10 yards of the edge of the green are normally considered to be closely 
bordering (exceptions are bunkers a bit farther away but sloping ground, hard pan, etc. 
effectively bring them to within 10 yards). 

- Bunkers within 20 yards of the edge of the landing zone are considered to be “near” the 
landing zone. 

- When there are many bunkers of various depths in play, start with a rating for the 
deepest, but temper that rating by evaluating which bunkers come most into play and 
how difficult they are to recover from, lowering the initial adjustment, if appropriate.   

- Assign a zero value if no fairway or greenside bunkers exist on the hole. If there are 
fairway bunkers but no greenside bunkers, then apply a minimum value of 1.   

- On par-3 holes, reduce the bunker value by one for the (N) adjustment. If the bogey 
golfer cannot reach the green in one shot, rate greenside and other bunkers as if they 
were fairway bunkers so the (N) adjustment may not apply. 

- Expressing bunker fraction can be shortened to < ¼, > ¼, > ½, or > ¾.  
 
Examples: 
 

1) If the Green Target is 3 6  and > ½ to ¾ of the green is surrounded by bunkers, 
what is the Bunker rating? Assume that there are fairway bunkers present for both golfers.   
 

BUNKERS 3 6

Fairway? Y Y

Bunker Fraction > 1/2  
 

2) On a par-3 hole, the Green Target is 5 7  and the > ¼ - ½ of the green is 
surrounded by bunkers that are 4’ deep. What is the Bunker rating for this hole? 
 

BUNKERS 4 dn 5 dn

Fairway? N N

Bunker Fraction > 1/4  
 

The table value was 4 for scratch and 5 for bogey, and with a +1 Depth (D) adjustment and a -
1 None (N) adjustment, the final value remains at 4 and 5. 
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Out of Bounds/Extreme Rough 
 
Evaluation of how out of bounds (OB) and extreme rough come into play for each shot. 
OB/Extreme Rough ratings are based on the distance of the OB or extreme rough from the 
center of the target (fairway or green), shot length to the target, number of times OB or 
extreme rough comes into play, and conditions along the boundary that might assist or prevent 
a ball from going out of bounds or into extreme rough. 
 
Key Points: 

- Assign a zero value if OB/Extreme Rough “does not exist” on the hole. 
- Assign a rating of 1 or more if OB/Extreme Rough exists on the hole. 
- The distance to carry OB/Extreme Rough safely is usually by 10 yards, but may be 

more depending on the conditions.  
 
Examples: 

1) On a 350 [260] yard hole, out of bounds lies 25 yards off to the right on the tee shot.  There 
is also extreme rough 40 yards away at the green. What is the OB/ER rating for this hole? 
 
 

OB/EXTREME ROUGH 6 6

Crossing   

Lateral 25 25

Green 40  
 

On a full tee shot, the value for both golfers is 6 from the table. With the short shot lengths at 
the green, the extreme rough that is 40 yards away gets a table value of 1.  Therefore, the 
highest number must be used.  
 
2)On a 418 [340] yard hole, out of bounds lines the entire right-hand side of the hole (including 
the green) at 30 yards away. However, there is a chain link fence along the entire hole that 
may prevent a ball from entering the out of bounds. What is the OB/ER rating for this hole? 
 

 

OB/EXTREME ROUGH
b 4 b 4

Crossing   

Lateral 30 30

Green 30  
 

At 30 yards on the OB/ER chart, a “tweener” may be used for the full tee shot value to get a 
table value of 5. However, a -1 Bounce (b) adjustment is used to account for the fence along 
the hole that prevents the player from going into the OB. On the subsequent shots, the player 
does not get a value higher than a 1 so the final value is a 4.   
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Water Hazards 
 
The Water Hazards rating is the evaluation of how water hazards come into play for each shot. 
Water Hazard ratings are based on shot length required to reach the landing zone, shot length 
to carry a crossing water hazard, and distance of the water hazard from the center of the 
landing zone. 
 
Key Points: 

- Must consider location, size, and conditions in the hazard, number of times water 
comes into play, fraction of the green closely surrounded by the hazard, and conditions 
in the area adjacent to the hazard. 

- Assign a zero value if no water hazard exists on the hole. 
- Assign a rating of 1 or more if a water hazard exists on the hole. 
- The distance to carry a water hazard safely is usually by 10 yards, but may be more 

depending on the conditions.  
 
Examples: 

1) On a 175 [150] yard par-3 hole, players must cross 120 [90] yards of water to carry the 
hazard safely. What is the Water Hazard rating for this hole? 
 
 

WATER HAZARDS 2 5

Crossing, M 120 120

Crossing, [W] [90] [90]  
 

2) On a 310 [250] yard hole, the scratch golfer has lateral water that is 25 yards away from the 
center of their landing zone, and the bogey golfer has lateral water that is 18 yards away from 
the center of their landing zone. At the green, there is also lateral water on the right side that is 
22 yards away. What is the Water Hazard rating for this hole? 

 

WATER HAZARDS 4 5

Crossing   

Lateral 25 18

Green 22  
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Trees 
 
The Trees rating is an evaluation of how trees come into play on the hole. Trees ratings are 
based on tree size and density, distance from the center of the landing zone or green to 
extending branches or bases at eye level or below, difficulty of recovery, and length of the 
shot. 
 
Key Points: 

- Rating trees is a two-step process. The first step is to measure the distance to the trees 
from the center of the scratch and bogey landing zones. Enter the table using this 
distance.   

- The second step is to determine the recovery problems based on the scratch golfer’s 
ability to recover from the trees. The table assumes extreme recovery problems, but if it 
is less than that, the bottom of the table provides a recovery reduction to subtract.   

- DO NOT ATTEMPT TO EVALUATE HOW WELL A BOGEY GOLFER WILL RECOVER 
FROM THE TREES. This means that at the bogey golfer’s landing zone, measure to the 
trees, and then determine if a scratch golfer were at that location, how well the scratch 
golfer will be able to recover from that position.   

 
Examples: 
1) On a full tee shot, trees are located 25 yards from the center of the fairway with a minor 
recovery problem. What is the Trees rating value? 
 
 

TREES 2 2

1st LZ Distance/Recovery 25 / -4 25 / -4  
 

The number off of the table is a 6 and minor recovery is -4 so the final value is 2.   
 
2) On a 310 [245] yard hole, trees are located 25 yards away from the center of the landing 
zone with moderate (-3) recovery for the scratch golfer and 30 yards away from the center of 
the landing zone with moderate (-3) recovery for the bogey golfer. There are also trees that are 
15 yards away from the center of the green with minor recovery.  What is the Trees rating 
value? 
 

TREES 3 2

1st LZ Distance/Recovery 25 / -3 30 / -3

2nd LZ Distance/Recovery 15 / -4 15 / -4  
   

For scratch on a full tee shot, the value is a 3, and at the green, the value is a 1. The highest 
value is used. For bogey, on the full tee shot, the value is a 2, but at the green, the value is a 
1.   
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Green Surface 
 
Green Surface is the evaluation of the difficulty of a green from a putting standpoint. Green 
Surface ratings are based on green speed (as measured by the Stimpmeter), green surface 
contouring, and slope or tilt. 
 
 
Key Points:  

- Minimum rating for Green Surface is 3. 
- Check with the golf course superintendent before rating a course to determine average 

midseason Stimpmeter readings and then spot check several greens throughout the 
rating process to confirm this speed. 

- A tiered green is considered to be at least moderately contoured. 
- A green divided into three or more circles because of surface contours or tiers for Green 

Target is considered to be a highly contoured green for Green Surface. 
- Gently, moderately, and steeply sloped greens are defined in the table based on the 

amount of roll downhill vs. uphill from the Stimpmeter for a majority of the green. 
- A tiered green requires a Tiered (T) adjustment be applied to both scratch and bogey 

golfers under Green Target and a Tiered (T) adjustment for bogey golfers under Green 
Surface. 

 
Examples: 

1) A green with a Stimpmeter reading of 9’7” that is moderately contoured has a Green 
Surface rating of: 
 
 

GREEN SURFACE 6 6  
 

2) On a sloped green, balls roll 17’ downhill but only 8’ uphill on average. The green speed 
is 10’5”. What is the Green Surface rating?   
 

 

GREEN SURFACE 7 8  
 

 

Psychological 
 
The psychological obstacle factor is the evaluation of the cumulative effect of other obstacles 
on a player’s score. The location of many obstacles close to a target area creates uneasiness 
in the mind of players and thus affects their scores. Psychological is automatically calculated 
by the USGA Course Rating ProgramTM.   
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USGA Course Rating System Quiz 

 
On the next few pages, you will find 25 quiz questions that will test your knowledge of the 
USGA Course Rating System. The answers to these questions are derived by using “The 
USGA Course Rating System Guide” and are available following the quiz. Good Luck! 
 

1) If a golfer lays up or hits less than a full tee shot, then the Roll Rating should be based 
on the amount of distance the ball will actually roll on the lay up. 

a) True 
b) False 
 

2) The normal approach shot for a scratch player on a 399 [356] yard hole at a course with 
an altitude of 5,000 feet is: 

a) 131 
b) 141 
c) 146 
d) 167 
 

3) Extreme Rough is all of the following EXCEPT: 
a) A stand of trees 
b) Warm season rough grass is excess of 4” in length 
c) Cool season rough grass is excess of 6” in length 
d) Conditions that make it likely the ball will be lost or advanced only with great 

difficulty 
 

4) The distance to carry an obstacle safely is usually ____ yards: 
a) 5 
b) 10 
c) 15 
d) 20 
 

5) What is the Green Target rating for a 350 [270] yard hole with a tiered green that 
measures 14 X 32? 

a) 3 6  

b) 4 7  

c) 4 6  

d) 5 8  
 

6) Prepared “waste areas” are rated as Bunkers as well as R & R. 
a) True 
b) False 
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7) An adjustment for obstacle squeeze (Q) is needed when: 

a) The tee shot must be hit between trees 16 yards apart, 70 yards from the tee. 
b) Water is 14 yards left and 19 yards right of the center of the green. 
c) Four-foot deep bunkers are 14 yards left and 19 yards right of the center of a 

fairway landing zone. 
d) Out of bounds is 19 yards left and 14 yards right of the center of a fairway 

landing zone. 
e) All of the above. 
 

8)  When a player is forced to lay up because of an obstacle crossing the fairway, the team 
should assume that the player lays up ____ yards short of the trouble. 

a) 5 
b) 10 
c) 20 
d) 25 
 

9)  On the full tee shot needed on a long par-4 hole, the player has 210 [170] yards to 
safely carry a water hazard, and there is a lateral water hazard 18 yards from the center 
of the player’s first landing zone. The scratch Water Hazard rating for this scenario 

would be: 
a) 5 
b) 6 
c) 7 
d) 8 
 

10)  A green that has been divided into many circles to determine Green Target must be 
rated as highly contoured under Green Surface. 

a) True 
b) False 
 

11)  When the edge of extreme rough is marked with red stakes to speed up play even if 
there is no lateral water present, these areas should be rated as Water Hazards. 

a) True 
b) False 
 

12)  On a hole where a Surrounded (S) adjustment of +2 has been applied to Water Hazard, 

the rough is 2 ¼” cool season and the Green Target is 5 7 .  What is the 
Recoverability and Rough Rating? 

a) 4 5  

b) 6 7  

c) 7 8  

d) 8 9  
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13)  Bunkers within ___ yards of the edge of a landing zone are considered to be “near” the 
landing zone. 

a) 5 
b) 10 
c) 20 
d) 40 
 

14)  On an uphill hole where the elevation difference between the tee and the green is 25 
feet, the rating team should record the difference as ___ on the Form 1. 

a) +20 
b) +25 
c) -25 
d) +30 
 

15)  The size of the green should be considered irrelevant in evaluating putting difficulty. 
a) True 
b) False 
 

16)  On a par-3 hole where the bogey golfer cannot reach the green in regulation, the 
Fairway value should be based on the width of the green. 

a) True 
b) False 
 

17)  Roll on a par-3 hole is always zero. 
a) True 
b) False 
 

18)  On a hole where more than half the green is bordered by a Water Hazard that is 5-10 
yards from the edge of the green (assume the Green Target for scratch is 5 or greater), 
the adjustment to the Water Hazard value is: 

a) 0- no adjustment 
b) +1 
c) +2 
d) +3 

 
19)  The maximum elevation change that can be recorded on an uphill par-3 hole is: 

a) 20 feet 
b) 30 feet 
c) 40 feet 
d) There is no limit. 
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20)  What would be the effective green diameter of a green that measures 15 X 50 yards?  
a) 15 
b) 24 
c) 27 
d) 33 
 

21)  Which of the following is true? 
a) A course must be rated during mid-season. 
b) The minimum Green Target value is 2.  
c) The golf course must be played by the rating team either before or after the 

rating. 
d) During the evaluation of a hole, team members should discuss obstacles in terms 

of numerical ratings. 
e) None of the above. 
 

22)  On courses with a prevailing wind factor, holes should be rated as having a crosswind 
unless they are within ___ degrees of being directly upwind or downwind. 

a) 15 
b) 20 
c) 30 
d) 60 
 

23)  An obstacle is considered of average significance if it has been rated at ___. 
a) 1 
b) 4 
c) 5 
d) 7 
 

24)  When, on both sides, lateral water exists within 10 yards of the edge of a 25 yard wide 
fairway, the squeeze (Q) adjustment should be applied. 

a) True 
b) False 
 

25)  A bogey Psychological value may be less than a scratch Psychological value. 
a) True 
b) False 
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Answers 
 

1) B.  From page 13 of “The USGA Course Rating System Guide”: “If a golfer lays up or hits less 
than a full tee shot, use the appropriate fairway condition row. Do not attempt to evaluate the 
average amount of distance the ball will roll.”   

 
2) A.  Based on the Altitude Shot Length Table on page 16 of the Guide, at 5,000 feet, the drive 

distance for a scratch golfer becomes 268 [225] yards making the approach shot length 131 
yards.   

 
3) A. See definition of Extreme Rough on page 2 of the Guide.   

 
4) B. From page 7 of the Guide: “To carry the obstacle safely, assume the shot clears the obstacle 

by 10 yards.” 
 
5) D.  Based on the Green Target Rating Table on page 21 of the Guide, an approach shot of 100 

[60] yards to a green with a diameter of 20 yards (Type A Green, 2:1) gives a table value of 4 for 
the scratch golfer, plus an adjustment of +1 for the tiered green. For the bogey golfer, an 
approach shot of 150 [120] yards to a 20 diameter green will yield a table value of 7, plus the +1 
adjustment for the tiered green. Therefore, the final Green Target rating would be 5 for scratch 
and 8 for bogey. 

 
6) A.  Page 22 of the Guide states: “Prepared ‘waste areas’ are rated as Bunkers as well as R&R.” 

 
7) D. From page 2 of the Guide: “Obstacle squeeze occurs when the same obstacle is present on 

both sides of a landing zone and a player cannot play away from either side…Upward 
adjustment of those tables is warranted when obstacle squeeze consists of water hazards, out 
of bounds/extreme rough, trees, or desert that are situated on both sides of landing zone within 
20 yards of the center of that landing zone or bunkers within 15 yards.” 

 
8)  B. From page 15 of the Guide: “When a player is forced to lay up because of obstacles 

crossing the fairway, assume he/she lays up 10 yards short of the trouble.” 
 
9)  C.  From the Water Hazard Rating Table on page 29 of the Guide, the scratch crossing value 

on this shot would be a 6, and the lateral value would be a 5.  Therefore the Two Ways (Y) 
adjustment would be applied to the highest value bringing the final Water Hazard to a 7.  

 
10)  B.  See page 33 of the Guide. Only a green that has been divided into circles because of 

surface contours or tiers must be rated as a highly contoured green. If it was divided into circles 
because of the shape of the green it would not have to be rated as highly contoured under 
Green Surface.   

 
11)  B.  From page 6 of the Guide: “When the edge of trees or extreme rough is marked with red 

stakes to speed up play even though there is no lateral water hazard present, do not rate these 
areas as Water Hazards (they are Trees, R&R, Extreme Rough and/or desert.”  

 
12)  B.  Based on the R & R Rating Table on page 23 of the Guide, the R & R rating would be 5 for 

scratch and 6 for bogey. Then the Surrounded (S) adjustment of +1 is applied because an S 
adjustment of +2 was applied to Water Hazard. Therefore the final R & R value is 6 for scratch 
and 7 for bogey.   
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13)  C.  From page 24 of the Guide: “Bunkers within 20 yards of the edge of the landing zone are 

considered to be “near” the landing zone.” 
 
14)  D.  From page 14 of the Guide: “Record the actual or estimated elevation difference in feet 

(rounded to the nearest 10 feet)… For example, if the hole is 25 feet uphill from tee to green, 
record, +30…” 

 
15)  A.  Page 33 of the Guide states: “The size of the green should be considered irrelevant in 

evaluating putting difficulty.” 
 
16)  B.  See page 19 of the Guide. There is no Fairway value on a par-3 hole. If the bogey player 

cannot reach the green in regulation, areas just short of the green are taken into account by the 
R & R rating, not Fairway. 

 
17)  B.  From page 13 of the Guide: “The Roll rating on par-3 holes is zero unless the bogey golfer 

cannot reach the center of the green in one shot. In this case, Roll is evaluated for the bogey 
golfer only.” 

 
18)  C. See the Green Surrounded By Water Hazard Table on page 29 of the Guide.  

  
19)  C.  Page 14 of the Guide states: “The maximum value that may be entered on an uphill par-3 

hole is +40.” 
 
20)  B.  From page 20 of the Guide, this is a Type B (3:1) green. Take three times the small 

dimension (15 x 3 = 45) to one of the longer dimension (50) and divide by 4. 95/4 = 23.75, 
rounded to 24.   

 
21)  B.  From page 21 of the Guide: “Minimum rating for Green Target is 2.” 
 
22)  C.  Page 16 of the Guide states: “Upwind or downwind adjustments should only be made on 

holes that are within 30 degrees of being directly upwind or downwind; other holes should be 
rated for crosswind.” 

 
23)  B.  See Obstacle Summary Table on page 5 of the Guide.  

  
24)  B.  According to page 29 of the Guide, the squeeze adjustment is applied when water is within 

20 yards (+1) or 15 yards (+2) of the center of a fairway landing zone on both sides. In this 
example, it is 13 yards from the center of the fairway to the edge and then an additional 10 
yards to the water hazard so the squeeze does not exist.   

 
25)  A.  Page 34 of the Guide states that: “The bogey Psychological rating can be less than the 

scratch if there are lower bogey obstacle ratings.” 
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Men’s Practice Holes 
 
 
 

Instructions: Complete the following five practice holes using “The USGA Course 
Rating System Guide” — Men’s Edition. After the picture of each hole, there is a 
blank Form 1 for you to use. Once you have completed the five holes, the 
following pages contain the answers and some notes explaining how the rating 
values were determined.       
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Men’s Practice Holes 
 
Hole #1 
 

Out of Bounds

 
 

 

 

Par 3 
170 Yards 
 
 
Elevation……………………………+10 feet from tee to green 
Green Target…….…………………31 yards wide by 20 yards deep 
Rough Height………………………2 ¼ inch cool 
Bunkers……………………………..2 feet deep, > ¼ to ½ of green surrounded by bunkers 
Out of Bounds………………………35 yards left of green 
Water Hazard……………………….95 yards to carry safely over water hazard  
Trees…………………………………28 yards right of green, minor recovery problems 
Green Surface………………………Relatively flat, Stimpmeter at 9’2” 
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TEES: HOLE 1

DATE:  LENGTH

REASON: PAR

USGA Training GREEN WIDTH X DEPTH

TEAM LEADER: EFFECTIVE GREEN DIAMETER

 ROLL

MEMBERS: ELEVATION (Tee to Green)

DOGLEG/FORCED LAY UP

PREVAILING WIND

TOPOGRAPHY

Approach Elevation Change

NARRATOR: Stance/Lie Problems

FAIRWAY

Fairway Condition: 1st Landing Zone Width

 2nd Landing Zone Width

 3rd Landing Zone Width

Transition Zone: GREEN TARGET

 

 Approach Shot Length

 Adjusted Approach

Rough Type: RECOVER. & ROUGH

Adjustments

Rough Height: BUNKERS

Fairway?

RATER'S NOTES: Bunker Fraction

 OB/EXTREME ROUGH

Crossing

Lateral

Green

WATER HAZARDS

Shot Lengths: Crossing

Scratch1=  Lateral

Scratch2= Green

Bogey1=   TREES

Bogey2=  1st LZ Distance/Recovery

Bogey3= 2nd LZ Distance/Recovery

Green

Stimpmeter: GREEN SURFACE

PSYCHOLOGICAL

X 
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Hole #2 
 

Out of BoundsCart P
ath

Cart Path

Cart P
ath

100

150

200

 
 

 

Par 4 
349 Yards 
 
Elevation……………………………Tee-to-green elevation change +10 feet 
Topography…………………………Minor problems for stance/lie 

+20 feet elevation change from about 100 yard marker  
to the green 

Fairway……………………………..27 yards wide at bogey landing zone 
     31 yards wide at scratch landing zone 
Green Target………………………28 yards wide by 29 yards deep 

Cannot see ½ of green from 150 yard marker or closer 
Rough Height……………………….3 ¼ inch cool 
Bunkers……………………………..2 feet deep 
Out of Bounds………………………32 yards right of bogey landing zone 
 45 yards right of scratch landing zone 
Trees………………………………...28 yards left of bogey landing zone,  

minor recovery problems 
      25 yards left and right of scratch landing zone, 
      minor recovery problems 
Green Surface………………………Moderately sloped, Stimpmeter at 8’2” 
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TEES: HOLE 2

DATE:  LENGTH

REASON: PAR

USGA Training GREEN WIDTH X DEPTH

TEAM LEADER: EFFECTIVE GREEN DIAMETER

 ROLL

MEMBERS: ELEVATION (Tee to Green)

DOGLEG/FORCED LAY UP

PREVAILING WIND

TOPOGRAPHY

Approach Elevation Change

NARRATOR: Stance/Lie Problems

FAIRWAY

Fairway Condition: 1st Landing Zone Width

 2nd Landing Zone Width

 3rd Landing Zone Width

Transition Zone: GREEN TARGET

 

 Approach Shot Length

 Adjusted Approach

Rough Type: RECOVER. & ROUGH

Adjustments

Rough Height: BUNKERS

Fairway?

RATER'S NOTES: Bunker Fraction

 OB/EXTREME ROUGH

Crossing

Lateral

Green

WATER HAZARDS

Shot Lengths: Crossing

Scratch1=  Lateral

Scratch2= Green

Bogey1=   TREES

Bogey2=  1st LZ Distance/Recovery

Bogey3= 2nd LZ Distance/Recovery

Green

Stimpmeter: GREEN SURFACE

PSYCHOLOGICAL

X 
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Hole #3 

100

150

200

 
 
Par 4 
428 Yards 
 
Topography………………………...Moderate problems for stance/lie in all landing zones, no 

elevation changes tee to green 
Fairway……………………………..27 yards wide at bogey 1st landing zone 
     21 yards wide at bogey 2nd landing zone 
     31 yards wide at scratch landing zone 
Green Target………………………37 yards wide by 19 yards deep, 2 tiers with                                        

a 3 foot difference in elevation 
Rough Height………………………2 ½ inch warm 
Bunkers……………………………. 4 feet deep, > ¼ to ½ of green surrounded by bunkers 
Water Hazard…………………….. 23 yards right of bogey 1st landing zone 
     25 yards right of scratch landing zone 
 Crossing water hazard starts 188 yards from the center of 

the green and goes to 158 yards from the center of the 
green    

Trees………………………………. 22 yards left of bogey 1st landing zone,  
significant recovery problems  
23 yards left of bogey 2nd landing zone,  
minor recovery problems 

     27 yards left of scratch landing zone, 
     significant recovery problems 
Green Surface……………………..Tiered green, generally flat in each tier, Stimpmeter at 10’6” 
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TEES: HOLE 3

DATE:  LENGTH

REASON: PAR

USGA Training GREEN WIDTH X DEPTH

TEAM LEADER: EFFECTIVE GREEN DIAMETER

 ROLL

MEMBERS: ELEVATION (Tee to Green)

DOGLEG/FORCED LAY UP

PREVAILING WIND

TOPOGRAPHY

Approach Elevation Change

NARRATOR: Stance/Lie Problems

FAIRWAY

Fairway Condition: 1st Landing Zone Width

 2nd Landing Zone Width

 3rd Landing Zone Width

Transition Zone: GREEN TARGET

 

 Approach Shot Length

 Adjusted Approach

Rough Type: RECOVER. & ROUGH

Adjustments

Rough Height: BUNKERS

Fairway?

RATER'S NOTES: Bunker Fraction

 OB/EXTREME ROUGH

Crossing

Lateral

Green

WATER HAZARDS

Shot Lengths: Crossing

Scratch1=  Lateral

Scratch2= Green

Bogey1=   TREES

Bogey2=  1st LZ Distance/Recovery

Bogey3= 2nd LZ Distance/Recovery

Green

Stimpmeter: GREEN SURFACE

PSYCHOLOGICAL

X 
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Hole #4 
 

100

150

200

250

 
 

Par 5 
479 yards 
 
Topography………………………....Minor problems for stance/lie in all landing 
 zones, no elevation changes tee to green 
Fairway……………………………...31 yards wide at bogey 1st landing zone 
 26 yards wide at bogey 2nd landing zone 
 35 yards wide at scratch landing zone 
Green Target………………………..32 yards wide by 24 yards deep 
Rough Height……………………….2 ½ inch cool 
Bunkers……………………………..2 feet deep, < ¼ of green surrounded by bunkers 
Water Hazard……………………….35 yards left of bogey 2nd landing zone 
 35 yards left of green 
Trees………………………………...29 yards left of bogey 1st landing zone, minor to moderate 

recovery problems 
 19 yards right of bogey 2nd landing zone, minor recovery 

problems 
 29 yards left of scratch 1st landing zone 
 minor recovery problems 
Green Surface…………………….. Moderately contoured, Stimpmeter at 8’ 
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TEES: HOLE 4

DATE:  LENGTH

REASON: PAR

USGA Training GREEN WIDTH X DEPTH

TEAM LEADER: EFFECTIVE GREEN DIAMETER

 ROLL

MEMBERS: ELEVATION (Tee to Green)

DOGLEG/FORCED LAY UP

PREVAILING WIND

TOPOGRAPHY

Approach Elevation Change

NARRATOR: Stance/Lie Problems

FAIRWAY

Fairway Condition: 1st Landing Zone Width

 2nd Landing Zone Width

 3rd Landing Zone Width

Transition Zone: GREEN TARGET

 

 Approach Shot Length

 Adjusted Approach

Rough Type: RECOVER. & ROUGH

Adjustments

Rough Height: BUNKERS

Fairway?

RATER'S NOTES: Bunker Fraction

 OB/EXTREME ROUGH

Crossing

Lateral

Green

WATER HAZARDS

Shot Lengths: Crossing

Scratch1=  Lateral

Scratch2= Green

Bogey1=   TREES

Bogey2=  1st LZ Distance/Recovery

Bogey3= 2nd LZ Distance/Recovery

Green

Stimpmeter: GREEN SURFACE

PSYCHOLOGICAL

X 
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Hole #5 
 

 

Extreme 

Rough

Out of Bounds

200

150

100

50

 
 

 

 

Par 4 
407 Yards 
 
Topography…………………………Minor to Moderate problems for stance/lie in all landing 

zones, no elevation changes tee to green 
Fairway……………………………...39 yards wide at 200 yard mark 
 31 yards wide at bogey 2nd landing zone 
 41 yards wide at scratch landing zone 
Green Target………………………..14 yards wide by 30 yards deep 
Rough Height………………………..3 ½ inch cool 
Bunkers……………………………...2 feet deep, > ½ to ¾ of green surrounded by bunkers 
Out of Bounds/Extreme Rough…….200 yards to carry safely over heavy extreme rough 
 27 right of both scratch and bogey 1st landing zone 
Green Surface………………………Relatively flat, Stimpmeter at 10’6” 
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TEES: HOLE 5

DATE:  LENGTH

REASON: PAR

USGA Training GREEN WIDTH X DEPTH

TEAM LEADER: EFFECTIVE GREEN DIAMETER

 ROLL

MEMBERS: ELEVATION (Tee to Green)

DOGLEG/FORCED LAY UP

PREVAILING WIND

TOPOGRAPHY

Approach Elevation Change

NARRATOR: Stance/Lie Problems

FAIRWAY

Fairway Condition: 1st Landing Zone Width

 2nd Landing Zone Width

 3rd Landing Zone Width

Transition Zone: GREEN TARGET

 

 Approach Shot Length

 Adjusted Approach

Rough Type: RECOVER. & ROUGH

Adjustments

Rough Height: BUNKERS

Fairway?

RATER'S NOTES: Bunker Fraction

 OB/EXTREME ROUGH

Crossing

Lateral

Green

WATER HAZARDS

Shot Lengths: Crossing

Scratch1=  Lateral

Scratch2= Green

Bogey1=   TREES

Bogey2=  1st LZ Distance/Recovery

Bogey3= 2nd LZ Distance/Recovery

Green

Stimpmeter: GREEN SURFACE

PSYCHOLOGICAL

X 
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Answers 
 
Hole # 1 
 

 

HOLE

LENGTH

PAR

GREEN WIDTH X DEPTH

EFFECTIVE GREEN DIAMETER

ROLL

ELEVATION (Tee to Green)

DOGLEG/FORCED LAY UP  

PREVAILING WIND

TOPOGRAPHY 1 1

Approach Elevation Change + 10 + 10

Stance/Lie Problems par 3 par 3

FAIRWAY X X

1st Landing Zone Width   

2nd Landing Zone Width  

3rd Landing Zone Width

GREEN TARGET 5 7

 

Approach Shot Length 170 170

Adjusted Approach  

RECOVER. & ROUGH 5 6

Adjustments   

BUNKERS 3 n 4 n

Fairway? N N

Bunker Fraction

OB/EXTREME ROUGH 2 3

Crossing   

Lateral   

Green

WATER HAZARDS 2 4

Crossing 95 95

Lateral   

Green

TREES 1 1

1st LZ Distance/Recovery 28 / -4 28 / -4

2nd LZ Distance/Recovery   

Green

GREEN SURFACE 5 5

PSYCHOLOGICAL 2 2

 

35

+ 10

26

31  X  20

1

> 1/4

170

3

Pace
 

The (N) adjustment is 
applied for Bunkers since 
this is a par-3 hole that both 
players can reach in one 

shot. 

Since this is the first hole on 
the course the minimum 

value for Psychological is 2.   

The approach shot 
elevation is the same as the 
tee-to-green elevation since 
both players can reach the 

green in one shot.   

Notes: 
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Hole # 2 
 

 

HOLE

LENGTH

PAR

GREEN WIDTH X DEPTH

EFFECTIVE GREEN DIAMETER

ROLL

ELEVATION (Tee to Green)

DOGLEG/FORCED LAY UP  

PREVAILING WIND

TOPOGRAPHY 3 3

Approach Elevation Change + 20 + 20

Stance/Lie Problems Min Min

FAIRWAY 3 3

1st Landing Zone Width 31 27

2nd Landing Zone Width  

3rd Landing Zone Width

GREEN TARGET 4 v 6 v

 

Approach Shot Length 99 149

Adjusted Approach  

RECOVER. & ROUGH 5 7

Adjustments   

BUNKERS 1 2 q

Fairway? N Y

Bunker Fraction

OB/EXTREME ROUGH 2 4

Crossing   

Lateral 45 b 32 B

Green

WATER HAZARDS 0 0

Crossing   

Lateral   

Green

TREES 2 2

1st LZ Distance/Recovery 25 / -4 28 / -4

2nd LZ Distance/Recovery   

Green

GREEN SURFACE 5 5

PSYCHOLOGICAL 0 3

 

 

+ 10

29

28  X  29

2

None

349

4

Pace
 

 

 

Since less than half of the 
green surface is visible, a 
visibility (V) adjustment is 
applied to Green Target for 

both golfers.   

There are no greenside 
bunkers on the hole, however 
bunkers do exist so they must 
be given a minimum value of 1. 
Bogey has a (Q) adjustment as 
well since the fairway bunkers 
are less than 15 yards from the 
center of the fairway on both 

sides of his landing zone.   

Notes: 

The (B) adjustment is not 
applied to the OB/Extreme 
Rough rating for the bogey 
golfer because the potential 
adjustments cancel each other 
out. The cart path is a 
contributing factor but the 

bunker is preventing factor.  
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Hole # 3 
 

 

HOLE

LENGTH

PAR

GREEN WIDTH X DEPTH

EFFECTIVE GREEN DIAMETER

ROLL

ELEVATION (Tee to Green)

DOGLEG/FORCED LAY UP + 20

PREVAILING WIND

TOPOGRAPHY 3 3

Approach Elevation Change   

Stance/Lie Problems Mod Mod

FAIRWAY 5 LW
7

1st Landing Zone Width 31 L, W 27 W

2nd Landing Zone Width 21

3rd Landing Zone Width

GREEN TARGET 6 T 4 T

228

Approach Shot Length 178 58

Adjusted Approach 198

RECOVER. & ROUGH 5 L 
6

Adjustments L  

BUNKERS 5 cdn 6 cd

Fairway? N Y

Bunker Fraction

OB/EXTREME ROUGH 0 0

Crossing   

Lateral   

Green

WATER HAZARDS 4 4

Crossing 50 80

Lateral 25 23

Green

TREES 4 5

1st LZ Distance/Recovery 27 / -1 22 / -1

2nd LZ Distance/Recovery  23 / -4

Green

GREEN SURFACE 7 9 T

PSYCHOLOGICAL 3 5

 

 

 

28

37  X  19

3

> 1/4

428

4

Pace
 

 

 
 

The scratch golfer is forced to 
lay up because the water 
hazard lies in his normal 
landing zone. The forced lay 
up in this case is 10 yards 
short of the trouble, but 20 
yards short of the normal 

landing zone. 

The (T) adjustment is applied 
to Green Target since the 

green is tiered.  

There is no fairway bunker 
within 20 yards of the scratch 
golfer’s landing zone so a (N) 
adjustment is appropriate.  
Both players have a (C) 
adjustment for the bunker that 
has to be carried in front of 
the green. The scratch golfer 
must have a Green Target of 
5 or greater to apply the (C) 
adjustment, which is the case 
here. There is also a (D) 
adjustment because of the 

bunker depth. 

 Notes: 

A tiered green must be at 
least moderately contoured 
and a (T) adjustment is 
applied to the bogey rating 
value. See “Situations Rated 
Under Two Obstacle 
Categories” on page 6 of the 

Guide.   

Since the scratch golfer is 
laying up on the tee shot, the 
(L) adjustment is applied for 
both Fairway and 
Recoverability and Rough. 
Also, the fairway has dense 
trees and water just off the 
fairway on both sides, 
resulting in a +2 W 

adjustment 
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Hole # 4 
 

HOLE

LENGTH

PAR

GREEN WIDTH X DEPTH

EFFECTIVE GREEN DIAMETER

ROLL

ELEVATION (Tee to Green)

DOGLEG/FORCED LAY UP  

PREVAILING WIND

TOPOGRAPHY 1 1

Approach Elevation Change   

Stance/Lie Problems Min Min

FAIRWAY 4 5

1st Landing Zone Width 35 31

2nd Landing Zone Width 26

3rd Landing Zone Width

GREEN TARGET 4 z 
4

279

Approach Shot Length 229/9z 109

Adjusted Approach  

RECOVER. & ROUGH 4 5

Adjustments   

BUNKERS 2 4 2

Fairway? Y Y / Y

Bunker Fraction

OB/EXTREME ROUGH 0 0

Crossing   

Lateral   

Green

WATER HAZARDS 3 3

Crossing   

Lateral  35

Green

TREES 2 3

1st LZ Distance/Recovery 29 / -4 27 / -3

2nd LZ Distance/Recovery  19 / -4

Green

GREEN SURFACE 5 5

PSYCHOLOGICAL 0 0

4

< 1/4

479

4

28

32  X  24

 

 

35

Pace
 

 

 

 

Since this hole falls near the middle 
of the transition zone for the scratch 
golfer, using a 50/50 weighting for 
Green Target is appropriate and 
encouraged. The long shot has a 
value of 6 and the short shot has a 
value of 2, so the weighted Green 
Target value would be 4. See bottom 
row of Green Target Rating Table for 
“50/50 Transition Zone Rating 

Value.”  

Notes: 
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Hole #5 
 

 

HOLE

LENGTH

PAR

GREEN WIDTH X DEPTH

EFFECTIVE GREEN DIAMETER

ROLL

ELEVATION (Tee to Green)

DOGLEG/FORCED LAY UP

PREVAILING WIND

TOPOGRAPHY 2 2

Approach Elevation Change

Stance/Lie Problems Twe Twe

FAIRWAY 3 4

1st Landing Zone Width 41 39

2nd Landing Zone Width 31

3rd Landing Zone Width

GREEN TARGET 5 3

Approach Shot Length 157 37

Adjusted Approach

RECOVER. & ROUGH 6 5

Adjustments   

BUNKERS 4 n 3 n

Fairway? N N

Bunker Fraction

OB/EXTREME ROUGH 7 y  8 y

Crossing 200 200

Lateral 27 27

Green

WATER HAZARDS 0 0

Crossing

Lateral

Green

TREES 0 0

1st LZ Distance/Recovery   

2nd LZ Distance/Recovery  

Green

GREEN SURFACE 6 6

PSYCHOLOGICAL 3 0

5

> 1/2

407

4

19

14  X  30

 

 

 

Pace
 

 

Notes: 

This hole requires the use of the 
“bogey cannot play the hole” 
procedure listed on page 4 of “The 
USGA Course Rating System Guide” 
(page 14 of “The USGA Course 
Rating System” manual) to obtain the 
Fairway, Green Target, and 

OB/Extreme Rough ratings.  

The OB/Extreme Rough comes into 
play on the tee shot as both a 
crossing value and lateral value. 
Since both rating are 5 or greater, the 
(Y) adjustment is used for both 

golfers.  

Topography is between minor and 
moderate so a “tweener” value of 2 is 

appropriate for both golfers.  

Since the depth of the green is more 
than two times the width of the green, 
the 2:1 procedure found on page 20 
of “The USGA Course Rating System 

Guide” is applied.   
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Women’s Practice Holes 
 
 
 

Instructions: Complete the following five practice holes using “The USGA Course 
Rating System Guide” – Women’s Edition. After the picture of each hole, there is 
a blank Form 1 for you to use. Once you have completed the five holes, the 
following pages contain the answers and some notes explaining how the rating 
values were determined.       
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Women’s Practice Holes 

 
Hole # 1 
 

Out of Bounds

 
 

 

Par 3 
135 Yards 
 
Elevation……………………………+10 feet from tee to green 
Green Target…….…………………31 yards wide by 20 yards deep 
Rough Height………………………2 ¼ inch cool 
Bunkers……………………………..< 2 feet deep, > ¼ to ½ of green surrounded by bunkers 
Out of Bounds………………………35 yards left of green 
Water Hazard……………………….65 yards to carry safely over water hazard 
Trees………………………………...28 yards right of green, minor recovery problems 
Green Surface……………………...Relatively flat, Stimpmeter at 9’2” 
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TEES: HOLE 1

DATE:  LENGTH

REASON: PAR

USGA Training GREEN WIDTH X DEPTH

TEAM LEADER: EFFECTIVE GREEN DIAMETER

 ROLL

MEMBERS: ELEVATION (Tee to Green)

DOGLEG/FORCED LAY UP

PREVAILING WIND

TOPOGRAPHY

Approach Elevation Change

NARRATOR: Stance/Lie Problems

FAIRWAY

Fairway Condition: 1st Landing Zone Width

 2nd Landing Zone Width

 3rd Landing Zone Width

Transition Zone: GREEN TARGET

 

 Approach Shot Length

 Adjusted Approach

Rough Type: RECOVER. & ROUGH

Adjustments

Rough Height: BUNKERS

Fairway?

RATER'S NOTES: Bunker Fraction

 OB/EXTREME ROUGH

Crossing

Lateral

Green

WATER HAZARDS

Shot Lengths: Crossing

Scratch1=  Lateral

Scratch2= Green

Bogey1=   TREES

Bogey2=  1st LZ Distance/Recovery

Bogey3= 2nd LZ Distance/Recovery

Green

Stimpmeter: GREEN SURFACE

PSYCHOLOGICAL

X 
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Hole # 2 
 

Out of BoundsCart P
ath

Cart Path

Cart P
ath

50

100

150

 
 

Par 4 
272 Yards 
 
Elevation……………………………Tee-to-green elevation change +10 feet 
Topography………………………...Minor Problems for stance/lie 
     +10 feet elevation change from about 60 yards to the green  
Fairway……………………………..23 yards wide at bogey landing zone 
 28 yards wide at scratch landing zone 
Green Target………………………28 yards wide by 29 yards deep 

Cannot see ½ of green from 150 yard marker and closer 
Rough Height……………………...3 ¼ inch cool 
Bunkers…………………………….3 feet deep 
Out of Bounds……………………..32 yards right of bogey landing zone 
     42 yards right of scratch landing zone 
Trees……………………………….28 yards left of bogey landing zone, minor 
     recovery problems 
     25 yards left and right of scratch landing zone, 
     minor recovery problems 
Green Surface……………………..Moderately Sloped, Stimpmeter at 8’2” 
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TEES: HOLE 2

DATE:  LENGTH

REASON: PAR

USGA Training GREEN WIDTH X DEPTH

TEAM LEADER: EFFECTIVE GREEN DIAMETER

 ROLL

MEMBERS: ELEVATION (Tee to Green)

DOGLEG/FORCED LAY UP

PREVAILING WIND

TOPOGRAPHY

Approach Elevation Change

NARRATOR: Stance/Lie Problems

FAIRWAY

Fairway Condition: 1st Landing Zone Width

 2nd Landing Zone Width

 3rd Landing Zone Width

Transition Zone: GREEN TARGET

 

 Approach Shot Length

 Adjusted Approach

Rough Type: RECOVER. & ROUGH

Adjustments

Rough Height: BUNKERS

Fairway?

RATER'S NOTES: Bunker Fraction

 OB/EXTREME ROUGH

Crossing

Lateral

Green

WATER HAZARDS

Shot Lengths: Crossing

Scratch1=  Lateral

Scratch2= Green

Bogey1=   TREES

Bogey2=  1st LZ Distance/Recovery

Bogey3= 2nd LZ Distance/Recovery

Green

Stimpmeter: GREEN SURFACE

PSYCHOLOGICAL

X 
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Hole # 3 

50

100

150

 
 
Par 4 
342 Yards 

Topography…………………………Moderate Problems for stance/lie in all landing  zones, no 
elevation changes tee to green 

Fairway……………………………...27 yards wide at bogey 1st landing zone 
 21 yards wide at bogey 2nd landing zone 
 31 yards wide at scratch landing zone 
Green Target………………………..37 yards wide by 19 yards deep, 2 tiers with a 3 foot 

difference in elevation 
Rough Height……………………….2 ½ inch warm 
Bunkers……………………………...4 feet deep, > ¼ to ½ of green surrounded by bunkers 
Water Hazard……………………….23 yards right of bogey 1st landing zone 
 25 yards right of scratch landing zone 
 Crossing water hazard starts 148 yards from the center of 

the green and goes to 108 yards from center of the green    
Trees………………………………...22 yards left of bogey 1st landing zone, significant  recovery 

problems 
 23 yards left of bogey 2nd landing zone, minor 
 recovery problems 
 27 yards left of scratch landing zone, 
 significant recovery problems 
Green Surface……………………...Tiered Green, Generally flat in each tier,  

  Stimpmeter at 10’6” 
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TEES: HOLE 3

DATE:  LENGTH

REASON: PAR

USGA Training GREEN WIDTH X DEPTH

TEAM LEADER: EFFECTIVE GREEN DIAMETER

 ROLL

MEMBERS: ELEVATION (Tee to Green)

DOGLEG/FORCED LAY UP

PREVAILING WIND

TOPOGRAPHY

Approach Elevation Change

NARRATOR: Stance/Lie Problems

FAIRWAY

Fairway Condition: 1st Landing Zone Width

 2nd Landing Zone Width

 3rd Landing Zone Width

Transition Zone: GREEN TARGET

 

 Approach Shot Length

 Adjusted Approach

Rough Type: RECOVER. & ROUGH

Adjustments

Rough Height: BUNKERS

Fairway?

RATER'S NOTES: Bunker Fraction

 OB/EXTREME ROUGH

Crossing

Lateral

Green

WATER HAZARDS

Shot Lengths: Crossing

Scratch1=  Lateral

Scratch2= Green

Bogey1=   TREES

Bogey2=  1st LZ Distance/Recovery

Bogey3= 2nd LZ Distance/Recovery

Green

Stimpmeter: GREEN SURFACE

PSYCHOLOGICAL

X 
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Hole # 4 
 

 
 

Par 5 
409 yards 
 
Topography…………………………Minor Problems for stance/lie in all landing 
 zones, no elevation changes tee to green 
Fairway……………………………..31 yards wide at bogey 1st landing zone 
 26 yards wide at bogey 2nd landing zone 
 35 yards wide at scratch landing zone 
Green Target……………………….32 yards wide by 24 yards deep 
Rough Height……………………….2 ¼ inch cool 
Bunkers……………………………..< 2 feet deep, < ¼ of green surrounded by bunkers 
Water Hazard……………………… 35 yards left of bogey 2nd landing zone 
 35 yards left of green 
Trees………………………………...29 yards left of bogey 1st landing zone, minor to moderate 

recovery problems 
 19 yards right of bogey 2nd landing zone, minor recovery 

problems 
 29 yards left and right of scratch 1st landing zone minor 

recovery problems 
Green Surface………………………Moderately contoured, Stimpmeter at 8’ 
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TEES: HOLE 4

DATE:  LENGTH

REASON: PAR

USGA Training GREEN WIDTH X DEPTH

TEAM LEADER: EFFECTIVE GREEN DIAMETER

 ROLL

MEMBERS: ELEVATION (Tee to Green)

DOGLEG/FORCED LAY UP

PREVAILING WIND

TOPOGRAPHY

Approach Elevation Change

NARRATOR: Stance/Lie Problems

FAIRWAY

Fairway Condition: 1st Landing Zone Width

 2nd Landing Zone Width

 3rd Landing Zone Width

Transition Zone: GREEN TARGET

 

 Approach Shot Length

 Adjusted Approach

Rough Type: RECOVER. & ROUGH

Adjustments

Rough Height: BUNKERS

Fairway?

RATER'S NOTES: Bunker Fraction

 OB/EXTREME ROUGH

Crossing

Lateral

Green

WATER HAZARDS

Shot Lengths: Crossing

Scratch1=  Lateral

Scratch2= Green

Bogey1=   TREES

Bogey2=  1st LZ Distance/Recovery

Bogey3= 2nd LZ Distance/Recovery

Green

Stimpmeter: GREEN SURFACE

PSYCHOLOGICAL

X 
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Hole # 5 

Extreme 

Rough

Out of Bounds

50

100

150

 
 

 

 

Par 4 

316 Yards 
 
Topography…………………………Minor to moderate problems for stance/lie in all landing 

zones, no elevation changes tee to green 
Fairway……………………………...39 yards wide at 150 yard mark 
 31 yards wide at bogey 2nd landing zone 
 41 yards wide at scratch landing zone 
Green Target……………………….14 yards wide by 30 yards deep 
Rough Height……………………….3 ¼ inch cool 
Bunkers……………………………..< 2 feet deep, > ½ to ¾ of green surrounded by bunkers 
Out of Bounds/Extreme Rough…...150 yards to carry safely over heavy extreme rough 
 27 right of both scratch and bogey 1st landing zone 
 36 yards right of bogey 2nd landing zone 
Green Surface………………………Relatively flat, Stimpmeter at 10’6 
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TEES: HOLE 5

DATE:  LENGTH

REASON: PAR

USGA Training GREEN WIDTH X DEPTH

TEAM LEADER: EFFECTIVE GREEN DIAMETER

 ROLL

MEMBERS: ELEVATION (Tee to Green)

DOGLEG/FORCED LAY UP

PREVAILING WIND

TOPOGRAPHY

Approach Elevation Change

NARRATOR: Stance/Lie Problems

FAIRWAY

Fairway Condition: 1st Landing Zone Width

 2nd Landing Zone Width

 3rd Landing Zone Width

Transition Zone: GREEN TARGET

 

 Approach Shot Length

 Adjusted Approach

Rough Type: RECOVER. & ROUGH

Adjustments

Rough Height: BUNKERS

Fairway?

RATER'S NOTES: Bunker Fraction

 OB/EXTREME ROUGH

Crossing

Lateral

Green

WATER HAZARDS

Shot Lengths: Crossing

Scratch1=  Lateral

Scratch2= Green

Bogey1=   TREES

Bogey2=  1st LZ Distance/Recovery

Bogey3= 2nd LZ Distance/Recovery

Green

Stimpmeter: GREEN SURFACE

PSYCHOLOGICAL

X 
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Answers 
Hole # 1       
               Notes: 

HOLE

LENGTH

PAR

GREEN WIDTH X DEPTH

EFFECTIVE GREEN DIAMETER

ROLL

ELEVATION (Tee to Green)

DOGLEG/FORCED LAY UP

PREVAILING WIND

TOPOGRAPHY 1 1

Approach Elevation Change +10 +10

Stance/Lie Problems par 3 par 3

FAIRWAY X X

1st Landing Zone Width   

2nd Landing Zone Width  

3rd Landing Zone Width

GREEN TARGET 5 7

Approach Shot Length 135 135

Adjusted Approach

RECOVER. & ROUGH 5 6

Adjustments   

BUNKERS 3 n 4 n

Fairway? N N

Bunker Fraction

OB/EXTREME ROUGH 2 4

Crossing   

Lateral   

Green

WATER HAZARDS 1 3

Crossing 65 65

Lateral

Green

TREES 1 2

1st LZ Distance/Recovery 28 / -4 28 / -4

2nd LZ Distance/Recovery  

Green

GREEN SURFACE 5 5

PSYCHOLOGICAL 2 2

1

> 1/4

135

3

26

31  X  20

35

+ 10

 

Pace
 

 

The (N) adjustment is 
applied for Bunkers since 
this is a par-3 holes that 
both golfers can reach in 

one shot. 

Since this is the first hole on 
the course the minimum 

value for Psychological is 2.   

The approach shot 
elevation is the same as the 
tee-to-green elevation since 
both golfers can reach the 
green in one shot.   
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Hole # 2 
            Notes:  

 

HOLE

LENGTH

PAR

GREEN WIDTH X DEPTH

EFFECTIVE GREEN DIAMETER

ROLL

ELEVATION (Tee to Green)

DOGLEG/FORCED LAY UP

PREVAILING WIND

TOPOGRAPHY 2 2

Approach Elevation Change +10 +10

Stance/Lie Problems Min Min

FAIRWAY 3 5

1st Landing Zone Width 28 23

2nd Landing Zone Width  

3rd Landing Zone Width

GREEN TARGET 4 v 6 v

Approach Shot Length 62 122

Adjusted Approach

RECOVER. & ROUGH 5 7

Adjustments   

BUNKERS 1 1

Fairway? Y Y

Bunker Fraction

OB/EXTREME ROUGH 2 4

Crossing   

Lateral 42 b 32 B

Green

WATER HAZARDS 0 0

Crossing   

Lateral

Green

TREES 2 2

1st LZ Distance/Recovery 25 / -4 28 / -4

2nd LZ Distance/Recovery  

Green

GREEN SURFACE 5 5

PSYCHOLOGICAL 0 3

2

None

272

4

29

28  X  29

 

+ 10

 

Pace
 

 

 

 

Since less than ½ of the green 
surface is visible, the (V) 
adjustment is applied to Green 

Target.   

The (B) adjustment is not 
applied to the OB/Extreme 
Rough rating for the bogey 
golfer because the potential 
adjustments cancel each other 
out. The cart path is a 
contributing factor but the 

bunker is preventing factor.  

There are no greenside 
bunkers on the hole; however 
bunkers do exist so they must 
be given a minimum value of 1. 
The 3’ depth of the fairway 
bunkers is irrelevant since they 
must be greenside to be 
covered by depth and must be 
5’ to get the extreme 

adjustment.    
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Hole # 3         Notes:  
 

 

HOLE

LENGTH

PAR

GREEN WIDTH X DEPTH

EFFECTIVE GREEN DIAMETER

ROLL

ELEVATION (Tee to Green)

DOGLEG/FORCED LAY UP + 26

PREVAILING WIND

TOPOGRAPHY 3 3

Approach Elevation Change   

Stance/Lie Problems Mod Mod

FAIRWAY 5 LW
6

1st Landing Zone Width 31 L, W 27 W

2nd Landing Zone Width 21

3rd Landing Zone Width

GREEN TARGET 6 T 4 T

192

Approach Shot Length 132 62

Adjusted Approach 158

RECOVER. & ROUGH 7 L 8

Adjustments L  

BUNKERS 5 cdn 6 cd

Fairway? N Y

Bunker Fraction

OB/EXTREME ROUGH 0 0

Crossing   

Lateral   

Green

WATER HAZARDS 4 5

Crossing 60 94

Lateral 25 23

Green

TREES 4 5

1st LZ Distance/Recovery 27 / -1 22 / -1

2nd LZ Distance/Recovery 23 / -4

Green

GREEN SURFACE 7 9 T

PSYCHOLOGICAL 4 6

 

 

 

28

37  X  19

3

> 1/4

342

4

Pace
 

 

 

 

The scratch golfer is forced to 
lay up because the water 
hazard lies in her normal 
landing zone. The forced lay 
up in this case is 10 yards 
short of the trouble, but 26 
yards short of the normal 
landing zone. 
 

The (T) adjustment is applied 
to Green Target since the 

green is tiered.  

There is no fairway bunker 
within 20 yards of the scratch 
golfer’s landing zone so a (N) 
adjustment is appropriate. 
Both players have a (C) 
adjustment for the bunker that 
has to be carried in front of 
the green. The scratch golfer 
must have a Green Target of 
5 or greater to apply the (C) 
adjustment, which is the case 
here. There is also a (D) 
adjustment because of the 

bunker depth.    

A tiered green must be at 
least moderately contoured 
and a (T) adjustment is 
applied to the bogey rating 
value. See “Situations Rated 
Under Two Obstacle 
Categories” on page 6 of the 

Guide.   

Since the scratch golfer is 
laying up on the tee shot, the 
(L) adjustment is applied for 
both Fairway and 
Recoverability and Rough. 
Also, the fairway has dense 
trees and water just off the 
fairway on both sides, 
resulting in a +2 W 
adjustment 
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Hole # 4 
       Notes:   

HOLE

LENGTH

PAR

GREEN WIDTH X DEPTH

EFFECTIVE GREEN DIAMETER

ROLL

ELEVATION (Tee to Green)

DOGLEG/FORCED LAY UP  

PREVAILING WIND

TOPOGRAPHY 1 1

Approach Elevation Change   

Stance/Lie Problems Min Min

FAIRWAY 3 5

1st Landing Zone Width 35 31

2nd Landing Zone Width 26

3rd Landing Zone Width

GREEN TARGET 4 Z 6

259

Approach Shot Length 199/9 Z  129

Adjusted Approach  

RECOVER. & ROUGH 4 6

Adjustments   

BUNKERS 2 4

Fairway? Y Y

Bunker Fraction

OB/EXTREME ROUGH 0 0

Crossing   

Lateral   

Green

WATER HAZARDS 3 3

Crossing   

Lateral   35

Green

TREES 2 3

1st LZ Distance/Recovery 29 / -4 29 / -3

2nd LZ Distance/Recovery  19 / -4

Green

GREEN SURFACE 5 5

PSYCHOLOGICAL 0 3

35

 

 

28

32  X  24

4

< 1/4

409

5

Pace
 

 

 

Since this hole falls near the middle 
of the transition zone for the scratch 
golfer, using a 50/50 weighting for 
Green Target is appropriate and is 
encouraged with the bottom row of 
the table, “50/50 Transition Zone 
Rating Value.” The long shot has a 
value of 6 and the short shot has a 
value of 2, so the weighted Green 

Target value would be 4.   
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Hole # 5 
     Notes:  

 

HOLE

LENGTH

PAR

GREEN WIDTH X DEPTH

EFFECTIVE GREEN DIAMETER

ROLL

ELEVATION (Tee to Green)

DOGLEG/FORCED LAY UP  

PREVAILING WIND

TOPOGRAPHY 2 2

Approach Elevation Change   

Stance/Lie Problems Twe Twe

FAIRWAY 3 4

1st Landing Zone Width 41 39

2nd Landing Zone Width 31

3rd Landing Zone Width

GREEN TARGET 4 4

166

Approach Shot Length 106 36

Adjusted Approach  

RECOVER. & ROUGH 5 6

Adjustments   

BUNKERS 3 n 4 n

Fairway? N N

Bunker Fraction

OB/EXTREME ROUGH 7 y 10 y

Crossing 150 150

Lateral 27 27

Green

WATER HAZARDS 0 0

Crossing   

Lateral   

Green

TREES 0 0

1st LZ Distance/Recovery   

2nd LZ Distance/Recovery   

Green

GREEN SURFACE 6 6

PSYCHOLOGICAL 0 10 x

 

 

 

19

14  X  30

5

> 1/2

316

4

Pace
 

 

This hole requires the use of the 
“bogey cannot play the hole” 
procedure listed on page 4 of “The 
USGA Course Rating System Guide” 
(page 14 of “The USGA Course 
Rating System” manual) to obtain the 
Fairway, Green Target, and 

OB/Extreme Rough ratings.    

The OB/Extreme Rough comes into 
play on the tee shot as both a 
crossing value and a lateral value. 
Since both ratings are 5 or greater, 
the (Y) adjustment is used for both 

golfers.      

The OB/Extreme Rough value for 
bogey is a 10; therefore, the 
extraordinary (bogey only) (X) 
adjustment for Psychological would 

be applied.          

Since the depth of the green is more 
than two times the width of the green, 
the 2:1 procedure found on page 20 
of “The USGA Course Rating System 

Guide” is applied.   

Topography is between minor and 
moderate so a tweener value of 2 is 

appropriate for both golfers.  


